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Cleaving DNA with DNA: Cooperative Tuning of Structure
and Reactivity Driven by Copper Ions

Sarath Chandra Dantu,* Mahdi Khalil, Marc Bria, Christine Saint-Pierre, Maylis Orio,
Didier Gasparutto, and Giuseppe Sicoli*

A copper-dependent self-cleaving DNA (DNAzyme or deoyxyribozyme)
previously isolated by in vitro selection has been analyzed by a combination of
Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations and advanced Electron Paramagnetic
Resonance (Electron Spin Resonance) EPR/ESR spectroscopy, providing
insights on the structural and mechanistic features of the cleavage reaction.
The modeled 46-nucleotide deoxyribozyme in MD simulations forms duplex
and triplex sub-structures that flank a highly conserved catalytic core. The
DNA self-cleaving construct can also form a bimolecular complex that has a
distinct substrate and enzyme domains. The highly dynamic structure
combined with an oxidative site-specific cleavage of the substrate are two
key-aspects to elucidate. By combining EPR/ESR spectroscopy with selectively
isotopically labeled nucleotides it has been possible to overcome the major
drawback related to the “metal-soup” scenario, also known as
“super-stoichiometric” ratios of cofactors versus substrate, conventionally
required for the DNA cleavage reaction within those nucleic acids-based
enzymes. The focus on the endogenous paramagnetic center (Cu2+) here
described paves the way for analysis on mixtures where several different
cofactors are involved. Furthermore, the insertion of cleavage reaction within
more complex architectures is now a realistic perspective towards the
applicability of EPR/ESR spectroscopic studies.
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1. Introduction

DNA cleavage is a vital process in all living
systems. Topoisomerase enzymes resolve
topological problems of DNA in replica-
tion, transcription and other cellular trans-
actions by cleaving one or both strands
of the DNA.[1] Restriction enzymes protect
the cell against virus infection by cleav-
age of the foreign DNA[2] or by degrad-
ing cellular DNA during apoptosis of the
affected cell.[3] The activity of many anti-
cancer drugs rely on their ability to intro-
duce extended damage to the DNA in the
(affected) cells (e.g., bleomycin),[4] which
can trigger apoptosis,[5] leading to the cell
death.[6]

DNA molecules, as RNA and proteins,
are capable of folding into well-defined
three-dimensional structures that can cat-
alyze chemical reactions. Since the selec-
tion of the first DNAzyme,[7] the num-
ber of DNA catalysts has dramatically in-
creased and their catalytic repertoire has
exceeded the cleavage of RNA.[8] In ad-
dition, DNA-catalyzed reactions involving
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Scheme 1. Secondary structures of the DNAzymes (deoxyribozymes)
cleaving DNA: a) the first DNA-cleaving-DNA formed by 69 nucleotides
has been followed by the b) 46mer as reduced structure containing the
catalytic core. c) for the mono-molecular 46-mer a triplex version can be
obtained. d) The bimolecular structure (c4s4) formed by substrate and
enzyme oligomers, both containing four additional nucleotides (GCCG /
CGGC base paring; c4s4 nomenclature derives from those four bases both
on the catalyst and on the substrate replacing the GGA bulge fragment, to
stabilize the secondary structure).

oligonucleotide substrates are DNA ligation,[9] DNA
cleavage,[10] site-specific thymidine excision, DNA phos-
phodiester hydrolysis,[11] DNA phosphorylation,[12] DNA
adenylylation/capping,[13] and RNA ligation.[14]

A self-cleaving domain that was obtained through in
vitro selection has been a 69mer (69 nucleotides in length,
Scheme 1a).[15] The predicted secondary structure for this class
of deoxyribozymes includes two stem-loops that are interspersed
with three single-stranded domains. In addition, a contiguous
series of 21 nucleotides comprising the 3′ terminus of variant
self-cleaving DNAs remained highly conserved throughout the
in vitro selection process, indicating that these nucleotides are
critical for deoxyribozyme function.[15] Replacement of the 26
nucleotides from the 69mer DNA with a “tri-loop”, enhances
the stability of adjoining stem structures; the shorter self-
cleaving DNA (46mer) retains this conserved sequence domain
(Scheme 1b) as well as the Cu2+-dependent self-cleavage at the
same catalytic rate as the original full-length deoxyribozyme.[16]

A triplex architecture can be achieved for the 46mer, and it can
be also divided into separate substrate and catalyst domains that
are represented (Scheme 1c,d). Indeed, oligonucleotides s4 (sub-
strate) and c4 (catalyst) can be obtained. The substrate DNA in-
cludes the primary site of DNA cleavage, while the catalyst DNA
contains the original random-sequence domain that also con-
tains all nucleotides that were conserved during the in vitro se-
lection process. When mixed, these DNAs form a bimolecular
complex that retains full catalytic activity. Oxidation at the C1′,
C4′, or C5′ positions of deoxyribose are putative sites for host-

ing the cleavage process.[17] Random cleavage of DNA is readily
observable upon incubation of polynucleotides in the presence
of millimolar concentrations of mono- or divalent copper when
combined with a similar concentration of ascorbate [18] Several
DNA-cleaving agents such as 1,10-phenanthroline dramatically
enhance the rate of DNA cleavage by Cu2+ and ascorbate, even
when both Cu2+ and the DNA-cleaving agent are used at micro-
molar concentrations.[19] Supplementing these oxidative cleavage
reactions with H2O2 produces even greater rates of DNA chain
cleavage, while enzymatically removing H2O2 from the reaction
using catalase prevents the cleavage of DNA.[20]

Several significant drawbacks hinder the use of class II DNAs
as artificial restriction enzymes for single-stranded DNA. First,
the substrate strand contains nucleotides whose base identities
are critical for catalytic activity. Therefore, the range of DNA
sequences that can be cleaved is restricted thereby precluding
the targeted cleavage of any DNA sequence. Second, the cata-
lyst strand can also be cleaved during the reaction. Third, ox-
idative DNA cleavage yields some products that cannot easily
be used in other molecular biology protocols due to the nucle-
oside fragments that are retained by some phosphate groups.
Fourth, oxidative cleavage results in the loss of sequence in-
formation, as a base is destroyed during DNA strand scission.
It is worth to note that a common denominator for the men-
tioned cleavage reactions is the “super-stoichiometric ratio” (also
known as “non-stoichiometric ratio”, or “metal-soup” or “bath
of electron spins”) used for the cofactor (i.e., Cu2+) which rep-
resents a deterrent for several conventional spectroscopic tech-
niques. With respect to DNA cleavage, RNA ligation catalyzed
by DNAzyme may count on recent computational and crystal
structures studies,[21–23] but these studies provide information ex-
clusively on the “post-catalytic” structure (product(s) of reaction)
and not the pre-catalytic or catalytic complex. To date, insights
on mechanistic and structural features related to “DNAs-cleaved
by DNAzymes”, are severely lacking. A recent study on RNA-
cleaving DNA catalyst support the structural plasticity of the 10–
23 DNAzymes architecture;[8] however, no paramagnetic species
are involved as endogenous cofactor in such study, as most of the
DNAzymes involve, and the authors needed to replace the native
cofactor with a paramagnetic species (i.e., Mn2+ versus Mg2+) in
order to use EPR/ESR techniques. A recent computational study
on RNA-cleaving DNA shows also the diverse role played by the
metal ion.[24]

Our integrative approach combining Molecular Dynamics
simulations (MD) provide atomistic structural details of the pre-
catalytic conformational properties of the 46mer and advanced
the Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) spectroscopy (also
known as Electron Spin Resonance, ESR) reveals information
on the intrinsic structure of the DNAzyme and the DNAzyme
in action (i.e., during the oxidative cleavage). Mass spectrometry,
NMR-DOSY and MD techniques provide mechanistic and struc-
tural features of the global architecture of the DNAzyme, vali-
dating one of the putative process implying H-abstraction on the
C-4′ site.

2. Results and Discussion

A 3D structure of the 46mer DNA was modelled and subjected
to MD simulations without (MD-46mer, Figure 1a) and with
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Figure 1. a) Modelled structure of the 46mer for MD simulations without Cu2+; strand regions and stem regions are highlighted. b) Time series distance
profile between the phosphate atoms of A14 and A41 from the MD trajectory of 46mer with Cu2+ (1-MD-46mer Cu2+). c) Structures from MD ensemble
with Cu2+, selected based on distance between phosphate atoms of A14 (blue) and A41 (orange) ranging from 0.5 to 5 nm.

Cu2+ (MD-46mer-Cu2+) (Figure S2, Supporting Information).
The modeled secondary structure of the 46mer DNA consists of
two stem-loops (I and II) that are interspersed with three single-
stranded domains. This secondary structure is very dynamic be-
cause of very high flexibility of the strand I and the stem loops.
Such structure agrees with previous essays probing the influence
of the length of the catalyst. Indeed, although stem I formation is
important for DNAzyme function, the sequences that comprise
this structural element can be varied as long as base complemen-
tation is retained (i.e., short DNA sequences have been tested in
the past to reduce the size of the catalyst 69-mer and still keep the
catalytic activity).[16]

In Figure 1c the range of selected conformations accessi-
ble with Cu2+, from the MD ensemble of MD-46mer-Cu2+ are
shown and an extended repertoire of 46mer structures with-
out and with Cu2+ are reported in Figures S3 and S4 (Support-
ing Information). From these ensembles, to study the dynam-
ics of the stem loops. distances between phosphate atoms of se-
lected residue pairs of Stem I and Stem II (A14-A41 and A18-
A41) were extracted, suggesting a highly dynamic structure of
the 46-mer (Figure S5, Supporting Information). The presence
of copper ion(s) shifts the distribution to the left for A14-A41
(Figure S5a, Supporting Information), as for the RNA-cleaving 8–
17 DNAzyme;[24] the conformational polymorphism of the 46mer
is further evident from the distances measured between several
pairs (C6-A21 and G19-C46) chosen to study the dynamic fea-
tures of the 46-mer (Figure S5, Supporting Information).

To study the interaction of Cu2+ with the 46mer, contacts be-
tween Cu2+ and the DNA nucleotides was analyzed with a dis-
tance cut-off of 0.4 nm and residence time analysis (RTA) was
defined as the percentage of simulation time Cu2+ was within
0.4 nm of the DNA (Figure 2a; Figure S6, Supporting Informa-
tion). Residues 5–10 and 27–34 and 40–46 had more interaction

Figure 2. a) Interaction between Cu2+ and the 46mer with a distance cut-
off of 0.4 nm was defined as residence time and the contact frequency as
percentage of simulation time is shown for 1-MD-46mer- Cu2+ (resident
time analysis, RTA). b) Structure from 1-MD-46mer- Cu2+ with a distance
of 0.5 nm between A14 and A41, showing a plausible pre-reactive com-
plex where Cu2+ is interacting with residues from substrate and catalytic
strands simultaneously.
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with Cu2+ (≥10% of simulation time) across the entire ten repli-
cas of MD-46mer-Cu2+.

In replica 1, the shortest distance between A14-A41 nucleotide
pairs (0.5 nm) for ≈20 ns (Figure 1b; Figure S7, Supporting Infor-
mation) was observed; in this replica interaction between Cu2+

and nucleotides C6-A8, C12, G13, C27, C28, and G31-T34 for
>10% of the simulation time (Figure S7, Supporting Informa-
tion) can be seen. The conformation with the shortest distance
of 0.5 nm between A14 and A41 has a single Cu2+ ion that can
simultaneously interact with the substrate and the catalytic sites
from s4 and c4 strands, with a plausible pre-reactive complex ge-
ometry shown in Figure 2b with interactions between Cu2+ and
G13, A14, G29, A31, and A41. Excluding replicas 3 and 9 with
Cu2+, in the rest of the replicas, the shortest distance between A14
and A41 is ≈1 nm suggesting that the electrostatic repulsion be-
tween the phosphate backbones of the stem loops can hinder the
formation of ideal geometry for the self-cleavage unless a Cu2+

ion is strategically present for the purpose, in agreement with
the very slow catalytic rate of ≈0.3 min−1 for the 46mer.[16]

Distance distributions estimated by MD analysis have been
complemented by distance distributions obtained by PEL-
DOR/DEER EPR techniques,[25,26] used on the c4s4 architec-
ture, labeled with nitroxide spin probes (Figure S8, Supporting
Information).[27,28] The different populated states of c4s4 con-
formers detected by dipolar spectroscopy support the scenario
obtained by MD; the high flexibility typical of such artificial en-
zymes is confirmed also for the c4s4 architecture (Figure S9, Sup-
porting Information).

Short-range interactions between c4s4 and Cu2+ ions have
been studied in order to provide the coordination sphere of
the paramagnetic center. As for copper chlorine in frozen
solution and for monomeric ligand/Cu2+ complex previously
described,[29] spectral features typical for Cu2+ complexes with
a (dx

2_y
2) ground state (gǁ > g┴) are observed (Figure 3a).[30]

The comparison of the g values and the Cu2+ hyperfine param-
eters between Cu2+ chlorine and c4s4 adduct indicates a metal–
nucleobase interaction. The EPR parameters of Cu2+ chlorine are
typical from Cu2+ complexes with four oxygen atoms as equato-
rial ligands.[30] Instead the g values and Cu2+ hyperfine param-
eters of Cu2+/c4s4 complex are typical for Cu2+complexes with
either three oxygen atoms or one nitrogen atom. Furthermore,
the g values and the hyperfine parameters of samples contain-
ing c4s4 (all 14N) and c4s4 (selectively labeled with 15N) are very
similar to each other (Figure S10 and Table S1, Supporting Infor-
mation). This suggests the presence of interactions between the
Cu2+ ion and nucleobase(s).[31]

Although the CW EPR data provides evidence of a coordination
of the Cu2+ metal by c4s4 systems, detailed information about the
metal ion site cannot be obtained by 1D-CW experiments. Thus,
further insights into the metal ion site are provided by 2D-pulsed
EPR techniques. To get information about the weakly coupled nu-
clei, the 2D-ESEEM (known as HYSCORE) technique has been
used. In Figure 3a inset, the echo-field swept spectrum and the
observed field (green arrow) chosen for the HYSCORE experi-
ment is shown. Hyperfine spectroscopy has been supported by
the use of isotopologues on selected nucleotides (Figure 3a, right).
The choice of isotopically enriched residues has been driven by
the RTA analysis from MD, in order to exploit the potentiality of
HYSCORE, despite the excess of Cu2+ cofactor. The HYSCORE

2D-spectrum of c4s4 bimolecular complex formed with Cu2+

(Figure 3c) confirms a plethora of weak coupling with 14N nuclei
within the base-pair arrangement. Based on the RTA from MD
simulations, 15N isotopic labeled nucleobases, G14 on the cata-
lyst, have been used to “switch on” the selective coupling sug-
gested in the previous MD section.

The HYSCORE spectrum of the Cu2+/c4s4 complex also
shows two types of weakly coupled protons. One type is char-
acterized by an intense ridge close to the antidiagonal at the
proton Larmor frequency (14 MHz) and can be assigned ei-
ther to protons of water molecules coordinated in axial posi-
tions or/and to weakly coupled protons of solvent molecules.[30]

(Figure S11, Supporting Information). A more crowded scenario
is reserved to the 14N hyperfine coupling spectral regions; as
the MD analysis has suggested, several sites are coordinated
to Cu2+, involving several 14N nuclei. The low-frequency re-
gions of the HYSCORE spectra of samples c4s4 and c4s4 (G14-
c4-15N) are reported in Figure 3c,d. The HYSCORE spectrum
of Cu2+/c4s4 (all-14N) is dominated by cross-peaks that are as-
signed to double-quantum (DQ) correlation peaks from 14N.
Furthermore base-pairing around the copper coordination in-
creases the number of 14N nuclei, as can be observed in the
HYSCORE experiments. As previously reported for guanosine
mono-phosphate,[30] also quadrupole interaction can be consid-
ered (|e2qQ/h| = 3.02 ± 0.05 MHz) (Figure S12, HYSCORE fit-
ting at X-band and Table S2, Supporting Information). Even if
those samples contain an excess of cofactor (Cu2+) cross peaks
for 15N (as doublet) are successfully observed. Indeed, the as-
signment to the remote nitrogen is reinforced by the analysis
of c4s4 containing isotopologues (15N) and a similar remote ni-
trogen pattern is obtained in addition to cross-peaks derived by
interaction with 14N nuclei. Furthermore, within the base-pair ar-
rangement, it is possible to discard N1, N2 and N3 of deoxyguano-
sine within the coordination sphere; those are involved within the
hydrogen bonding network of the minor groove of DNA duplex
form and oriented far from the metal center. Furthermore, N7 is
more strongly coordinated (not detectable by HYSCORE); thus,
the observed hyperfine coupling can be assigned to the N7 atom.
The HYSCORE spectrum at 9.7 GHz (X-band) is characterized
by single-quantum, double quantum, and combination peaks of
nitrogen nuclei. Cross-peaks related to 15N are observed for the
G14 on the catalyst (c4 for the complex c4s4, numbered at G31
on the 46-mer) and on G13 (substrate). To discard any ambigu-
ities, HYSCORE experiments have been recorded at higher fre-
quency/field (34 GHz, Q-band). Those experiments confirmed
the coupling of Cu2+ with 15N on the guanine of the catalyst
with higher resolution because of cancellation conditions for part
of nitrogen nuclei (Figure 3e,f). Preliminary DFT calculations
on a simplified model (G13/G41 of the 46mer) could estimate
hyperfine couplings with a good agreement with the EPR data
(Figure S13 and Tables S3–S5, Supporting Information).

In addition to local interactions deciphered by combining MD
analysis and EPR/ESR 1D and 2D techniques, mass spectrome-
try and NMR diffusion-ordered spectroscopy (DOSY) allowed us
to validate the products of the cleavage reaction as well as radical
intermediates. In particular, hydroxyl radical generated by a
Fenton-like reaction[32] has been detected by spin-trap technique
(Figure S15, Supporting Information); the products of cleavage
reaction (3′-phosphoglycolate and 5′-phosphate fragments)

Adv. Sci. 2024, 2306710 © 2024 The Authors. Advanced Science published by Wiley-VCH GmbH2306710 (4 of 7)
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Figure 3. a) CW-EPR spectra for Cu-c4s4 sample at X-Band, measured at 120 K. The red dotted lines are the fitting of the experimental spectra (black
line). On the right the Echo-Detected Field-Swept (EDFS) spectrum; the green arrow indicates the selected observed field for the 2D-ESEEM experiment.
b) Structure of the c4s4 complex with the isotopic labeled by 15N at Guanosine residue-14 of the catalyst (c4). c,d) HYSCORE (HYperfine Sublevel
COrRElation spectroscopy) 2D EPR experiments recorded at 9.72 GHz for the native c4s4 architecture containing Cu2+ and for the isotopically labeled
structure depicted in b. By comparing the (+/+) quadrant of the HYSCORE experiments for the unlabeled c4s4 with the samples containing guanosine
G14 (c4) sequence additional cross peaks with Δv = 2.7 MHz have been observed. These additional cross peaks are generated by the hyperfine cou-
pling Cu2+/15N (having 15N nuclear spin I = 1/2, the manifold of the coupling generating a doublet without the presence of double quanta transition
and/or frequencies combination). 15N Larmor frequency (1.51 MHz) is indeed observed only on the HYSCORE experiments recorded on the sequences
containing isotopologues (circled cross peaks. In addition, the comparison between the (-/+) quadrant of the unlabeled/labeled samples shows the
reduced cross peaks (double-quanta transition for 14N). e,f) 3D plot for the HYSCORE spectra recorded at Q-band (34 GHz) for (top) c4s4 unlabeled
sample and for the c4s4 isotopically labeled (15N) (bottom) at Guanosine residue-14 of the catalyst (c4).

confirmed by NMR diffusion (DOSY) (Figures S16–S18,
Table S6, Supporting Information ) and MALDI-TOF MS
experiments able to discard putative hydrogen abstraction
(Figures S19–S29, Supporting Information).

3. Conclusions

In this first study, we have thus identified some key-points
DNAzyme activity: the snapshot from the MD simulation of MD-

46mer-Cu2+ from replica 1, at 104.65 ns with distance of 0.53 nm
between A14 and A41, (Figure 2b) suggests the assignment to a
“pre-reaction complex”, with a single Cu2+ interacting with both
the substrate, G13, and the catalytic arm G31 simultaneously.
Such structure gives insights into the specificity of the binding,
as confirmed by the EPR data. If EPR hyperfine spectroscopy
has been established as method of choice for “single-site” metal
-based enzymes (i.e., Fe-S cluster proteins),[33] mechanistic in-
sights into DNAzymes are strongly affected by multiple binding

Adv. Sci. 2024, 2306710 © 2024 The Authors. Advanced Science published by Wiley-VCH GmbH2306710 (5 of 7)
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sites.[25] The combined approach (EPR/MD/NMR/MS) can focus
on the paramagnetic species in order to identify the role of the
copper ion(s) both as structural (for the coordination on the cat-
alytic core) and as mechanistic (for the oxidative step)[34] as far as
hydrogen abstraction on the C4’ is involved.

Those roles identified by 2D hyperfine spectroscopy agree with
a fitting of EPR/ESR binding isotherms recently proposed for
the manganese ions[8,35] and with the few cooperatively binding
modes proposed for the DNAzymes.[36–39] The cooperative bind-
ing is combined with the intrinsic flexibility of the c4s4 (46mer)
architecture.[40,41]

The EPR/ESR spectroscopic protocol here proposed combined
with MD analysis could point out both mechanistic and struc-
tural features unknown to date. By deciphering mechanistic fea-
tures, this work can contribute to design a next generation of
‘DNA-cleaving DNAzymes’. Those novel structures should ex-
hibit a) substrate specificity with minimal demands on the se-
quence of the target DNA, b) a rapid and multiple turn-over ki-
netics under mild reaction conditions. Furthermore, exploring
the reaction mechanism using QM/MM simulations, with as-
sessment using atomistic structural studies would a very exciting
future avenue. Additionally, this work paves the way for increas-
ing complexity both for paramagnetic cofactors (i.e., metal and
lanthanides) and for structural features (i.e., DNAzymes contain-
ing several branched regions). Ligation reactions of RNA and/or
DNA strands involving radical paths are suitable candidates for
widening the approach presented in this work.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from
the author.
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